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NRC STAFF PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW IN THE FORM 0F A

SUPPLEMENTAL PAP.TIAL INITIAL DECISION
ON EMERGENCY PLANNING ISSUES<

The NRC Staff,. in accordance with 10 CFR 62.754 and the Licensing

Board's directive of September 24, 1981, proposes the following supple-

mental findings of fact and conclusions of law.

I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1. Evidentiary hearings were held in the captioned proceeding on

June 22-26, June 29-July 3, July 13-17 and September 22-24, 1981. The

record was closed on three of the five contentions at issue following

the July 13-17 hearing session. Proposed findings on these contentions

were submitted by the parties on August 17, October 2 (Applicant),

September 8 (Intervenor) and September 18 (Staff). Following the

September 22-24 session, the record was closed on contention 8 concern-

ing emergency planning. Findings on this contention are given below.
~

The recdrd remains open on contention 4 concerning seismicity.
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. II. MATTER IN CONTROVERSY
*

Emergenc Planning

Contention 8
-

1. Contention 8 states that: the Applicant has made inadequate

preparations for the implementation of [its] emergency plan in those,

areas where the assistance and cooperation of state and local agencies

are required.

2. The Intervenor presented his direct case on this contention

first. This case included the oral testimony of representatives of

approximately 20 state and local agencies or entities with varying

degrees of responsibility in the emergency planning area. These

individuals appeared under subpoena and the Board heard two full days

of testimony from these individuals on their involvement in emergency

planning as related to a radiological emergency at the Summer

facility (Tr. 1769-1949,1970-2107,2119-2157).

3. The most critical offices represented were those of the

Emergency Preparedness Division of the State Office of the Adjutant

General (Wise, et al . Tr. 2207-2230,2231-2301), the Bureau of

Radiological Health in the State Department of Health and Environmental

Control (Shealy, Tr. 1829-1843,2230-2281), and the principal emergency
.

planning departments of the four counties, which comprise part of the

plume expcsure pathway emergency planning zone (EPZ) surrounding the

plant, r.atnely, Fairfield (Douglas, Tr. 2159-2198), Richland (DeLoach,

Boyd, Tr. 2047-2100), Lexington (Andonaegui, Tr. 2119-2157) and Newberry
'

(Longshore,Tr. 2001-2046).

*

.
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4. As relevant to this contention, representatives of each of

these critical offices participated in the joint emergency planning

exercise conducted for the Summer Plant on May 1,1981 (Staff exhibit 4). -

These individuals art,1culated a thorough understanding of their role in

the event of an emergency at the Summer Plant (Longshore, DeLoach,

Andonaegui, Douglas, Tr. 2027-28,2048-49,2120-22,2160-61,2168)along

with a finn confidence in their ability to discharge such a role (e.g.,

Tr. 2022, 2028, 2038-41, 2057, 2092-93, 2228-29, 2151-53, 2168, 2185).

5. The plume exposure pathway emergency planning zone is composed

of a sparsely populated rural area (Andonaegui, Tr. 2151). Officials from

each of the affected counties described the population and configuration

of their respective counties to the extent they lie within the plume EPZ

(Longshore, DeLoach, Andonaegui, Douglas, Tr. 2003, 2091, 2121, 2162,

2168) and testified that, in the event of an emergency necessitating

evacuation of the plume EPZ, it could be accomplished between a range of

15 minutes to I hour (DeLoach, Tr. 2092) to 1 to 2 hours (Douglas,

Tr. 2193-94) without complication. This is generally consistent with
1 andthe evacuation time estimates prepared by an Applicant's consultant

favorably reviewed by the Staff.2I

6. The viability of the state emergency plans had already undergone

testing during an emergency exercise held at the H. B. Robinson Plant

1/ See- Applicant Exhibit 308, See also Cosby, Tr. 3161. A maximun
evacuation time of over 3 hours is estimated for a small segnent
of' people within the plume EPZ without personal transportation

-

(Tr. 3197, 3211).

2/ See prefiled testimony of T. Kevern, fol. Tr. 3281, at 12.

.
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(Shealy,Tr. 2289-92) Both the state (Shealy, Tr. 2292) and local plans

(Longshor'e,DeLoach,Andonaegui, Douglas,Tr. 2028, 2050, 2144, 2153,

2193) were and are continuing to undergo improvement as experience is -

gained and as comments are generated at the local, state and federal

level .

7. The Board was impressed with the candor of each state and

local witness and professed readiness, willingnen and ability to

discharge their responsibilities to protect the health and safety of

the public in the event of an emergency at the Summer Plant. They are

to be commended for their efforts in this regard. Copies of the state

emergency plan and those for the four affected counties were offered

into evidence as Applicant exhibits 11-16.

8. The Intervenor also presented the testimony of a dairy farmer,

residing approximately 10 miles from the Summer Plant, who owned

approximately 125 dairy cows (prefiled testimony of C. H. Coleman,

following Tr.1828, see also Tr. 1821-28). This individual testified

that he's unaware of what to do with his livestock in the event of an

emergency at the plant and that in his estimation either tne Applicant

or government should bear any financial losses which might be occasioned

by accidental hann to his livestock.

9. With regard to the former concern, a representative from the

Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service testified that an

educational program for local farmers designed to advise them of what to

do in thd event of a radiological emergency and hc,w to protect themselves
-

and their livestock in the event of an emergency was in place (Funchess,

Tr. 1803-05, 1817-18). The chief emergency planning official from

.

I
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Fairfield County testified that he knew Mr. Coleman very well, that

Mr. Coleian resided outside the plume EPZ though some of his livestock

may graze within that EPZ and that the official would work with *

fir. Coleman to discuss any problems he might have (Douglas, Tr. 2186).E

10. The Intervenor also sought to introduce the prefiled testimony

of Dr. flichio Kaku on Contention 8 at the initial hearing session. The

NRC Staff filed a motion to strike Dr. Kaku's prefiled testimony on the

grounds that the proferred testimony constituted an impermissible chal-

lenge to the Commission's emergency planning regulations (particulcrly

the establishment of a plume EPZ of about 10 miles in radius in 10 CFR

50.47), that the testimony was irrelevant to the contention, and that

the proffered witness was not qualified to offer expert testimony on the

matters at issue in Contention 8.

11. The Board initially granted the Staff motion (Tr. 1727-31,

36). The Board, nonetheless, afforded the Intervenor the opportunity

to make an offer of proof and indicated that it would permit the other

parties to voire dire Dr. Kaku (Tr. 2102). An offer of proof was made

(Tr. 3600-05). During the pendency of the offer of proof, the Board

-3/ There is no evidentiary record upon which to formulate a finding on
the latter concern regarding liability in the event of loss of live-
stock from a radiological emergency. The Board would note, however,
that, according to the statement of consideration accompanying the
present emergency planning regulation, "public health and safety
measures should take precedence over actions to protect property.
Measures to protect property can be taken on an ad hoc basis as
resources become available after an accident." 45 F.R. 55402,

-

554'07 (August 18,1980). Because the NRC's emergency planning
regulations are directed to the protection of persons rather ten
property, we find it unnecessary to resolve the question of lio-
bility for property (such as livestock) loss that night potentially
result from a radiological emergency at the Sumer facility.

.
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reversed,its ruling and decided to admit Dr. Kaku's testimony (Tr. 3621).

The Board denied an ensuing Staff motion to immediately refer the ruling

to the Appeal Board pursuant to 10 CFR 92.730(f) (Tr. 3624-26). -

12. Votre dire of Dr. Kaku was conducted by the other parties (Tr.

3605-3705). After hearing additional argument on the issue, the Board

decided to reserve a ruling on whether to accept Dr. Kaku's prefiled

testimony in whole or in part until it afforded the parties an

opportunity to file written briefs and statements of position on the

matter (Tr. 3761).

13. By Memorandum and Order, dated September 14, 1981, the Board

excluded the majority of the prefiled testimony on several grounds,

including relevancy, impennissible challenge to the Commission's

emergency planning regulation and unauthorized consideration of specific

postulated Class 9 accidents. The Board admitted a portion of the

testimony which consisted of a hypothetical Class 9 accident scenario

with which the emergency plans allegedly could not cope.O The Board

admitted this portion of the testimony in order to further evaluate the

efficacy of the actual plans within the plume EPZ. The Board denied

the Staff motion to refer its ruling to the Appeal Board.

14. Dr. Kaku's accident scenario postulated a large scale loss of

coolant accident (LOCA) initiated by a double ended guillotine break at

12:00 p.m. with a failure of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) at

12:05 p.m. According to the prepared scenario, one half of the core has

turned m'olten by 1:00 p.m., a site emergency is declared at 2:00 p.m., a
-

4j Tr. 3911-12; See also Tr. 3930-38.
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general emergency at 3:00 p.n. and a release of radiation at 5:00 p.mM
'

The plums reaches the plume EPZ boundary at 6:00 p.m. as panic breaks out

among the evacuating population. The plume is postulated to travel in a -

southerly direction corresponding to sectors J and K on Figure 3, showing

population distribution within 10 miles of the plant, in the Applicant's

evacuation time ettimate study (Applicant's Exhibit 308) (See, e.g., Kaka,

Tr. 3969, 3973). These sections combine to fom a 45' wedge,

15. Dr. Kaku asserted that a substantial number of persons could

not be successfuly evacuated and could not survive the enormous level of

radiation projected to occur as a result of his postulated accident.

Dr. Kaku also offered the view that panic could break out among the

population and thereby impede evacuation.O '

16. In his further opinion, emergency planning officials, law

enforcement personnel and transportation personnel should receive

instruction in the risks of serious nuclear accidents in order to

fulfill their responsibilities in the event of an emergency.E He also

testified that members of the adult population residing in the plume

EPZ should receive education on these same matters in order to

understand the nature of the risks of nuclear accidents so that they

5/ This was later modified to 4:00 p.m. (Kaku, Tr. 4031).

6/ Tr. 3912, 4091.

_7f Tr.d4005, 4054-70, 4073-75. -

.
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will appreciate the importance of emergency instruction received during

anaccidentsituation.8/
~

17. Dr. Kaku testified that, while he did not dispute the -

Comnission's emergency planning rules and regulations, he did not

believe the state and local emergency planning officials displayed an

adequate ability to implement their respective emergency plans.

(Tr. 4036).

18. Dr. Kaku testified that he based his timing of the initiation

of emergency measures on the experience of Tl11 wherein it assertedly took

the operator over 3 hours to recognize the severity of that accident and

recommend emergency response (Tr. 3955,4014). In his estimation, the

Commission's post-THI requirements in the accident detection and

emergency planning area were unsatisfactory to prevent a recurrence of

the delay in the initiation of appropriate emergency response measures

(Tr. 4015-18) terming them " cosmetic" in many instances (Tr. 4043).

19. The Applicant's direct case consisted of the Sunaer radiation

emergenqy plan (Applicant exhibit 30A) and the prefiled testimony of Mr.

Kenneth E. Beale (emergency planning coordinator), following Tr. 3002.
.

The Applicant testified that emergency planning activities for the

Summer staion had been underway since early 1976. Contacts were made

with state and local officials in coordinating the emergency response

activities for all participating organizations. According to the

witness,- the transportation and fire support were investigated for

.: -

8/ Tr. 4005.

4

.
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emergency, response to the Summer facility. Hospital service agreements

were established in casa of any injury to plant personnel. H. at 4-5.

20. It was further testified that since 1976, the Applicant had -

established agreements with abaulance services to transport workers to

the Richland itemorial Hospital, if necessary. The Applicant had also

established agreements with that hospital and a backup facility located

in Oak Ridge, Tenn. to assist in the treatment of workers exposed to

radiation at the station. The Applicant indicated that training has been

provided to the voinnteer fire departments surrounding the station that

had agreed to assist in fighting fires at the station. M. at 5-6.

21. The Applicant further testified that it had provided all

facility personnel and key corporate office personnel with an

orientation on the emergency plans and procedures required during an

emergency at the station. Special training exercises were held with the

state and county officials to review and implement the overall emergency

preparedness program for the station. Id. at 6.

22. The Applicant testified that, in its estimation, the May 1,

1981 joint emergency planning exercise went, on the whole, very

favorably. It described a primary purpose of drills and exercises as a

means of identifying areas needing improvement. In the opinion of the

Applicant, there were few such areas identified. It was further

testified that a routine test of communication equipnent to insure

immediate notification response capability will be performed. Periodic

training %xercises to test the level of emergency preparedness will be -

performed by the Applicant, state and local county agencies. It was

testified that all of these actions will be implemented throughout the

.
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life of the Suamer station in accomplishing its stated goal of

protecting the health and safety of the general public. Id. at 6-7.

23. Mr. Beale was joined by Mr. Louis Storz, the plant .

operations supervisor, in presenting testimony on the manner in which

the emergency plans would respond to Dr. Kaku's hypothetical accident

scenario (Tr. 4459-4558). Before their testimony was offered, the

Applicant presented extensive testimony of Drs. Robert J. Budnitz, a

physicist and former Director of the f4RC Office of Research, and

Dr. William R. Stratton, a physicist and former menber/ Chairman of the

f4RC Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (Tr. 4111-4407). Both

witnesses were critical of Dr. Kaku's postulated accident scenario which

they deemed implausible (Stratton, Tr. 4174-76 4213, 4224-5; Budnitz,

Tr. 4178-82, 4212, 4226-28, 4230).'

24. Dr. Budnitz termed the scenario " stylized" and difficult to

categorize (Tr. 4187) and one that did not resemble any "PWR 3"

classification designated in the Rasmussen Report (Tr. 4381,4387).

Both Dr. BudnitzU and Dr. StrattoM explained the various post-TMIl

changes.in the Commission's rules which, in their opinion, reduced the

prospects for a repetition of that form of accident as well as that

postulated by Dr. Kaku. These developments included enhanced operator

training, an augmented technical staff in the control room, and physical

plant improvements enabling earlier and more accurate accident detection.

.

9/ Tr.' 4188-94, 4244. -

lof Tr. 4194-97, 4245, 4343-44, 4366.

.

f
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25. According to Dr. Budnitz, the " hardware" changes implemented
,

as a result of the lessons learned from Till were more important than the

purely emergency planning changes identified in the new emergency .

planning rules (Tr. 4344). |
|

26. Dr. Budnitz deemed it invalid to assume, as Dr. Kaku did in ;

his scenario, that an evacuation would be initiated sinultaneously with

a major release of radioactivity rather than considerably before that

point (Tr. 4315).

27. According to testimony of Mr. Beale,III the emergency response-

to Dr. Kaku's postulated acc! dent is as follows: (a) 12:06-12:20 p.m. -
.

the determination that a general emergency exists is made; (b) 12:11-

12:35 - local, state and federal agencies are notified and evacuation of

2 mile radius and 5 mile sector downwind is recommended; (c) 12:16-12:50 -

the public alerting system (siren) and emergency broadcast system is

activated; (d) 12:20-1:10 - evacuation of 2 mile radius E and 5 miles

downwind is initiated; (e) 1:00-1:15 - evacuation of 5 mile radius and

10 miles downwind is recommended; (f) 1:36-3:18 - evacuation of 2 mile

radius is completed; (g) 1:40-4:27 - evacuation of 5 miles downwind is

completed; (h)2:29-4:26 - evacuation of 5 mile radius (those individuals ;

with transportation) is completed; and (i) 2:25-4:13 - evacuation of

10 miles downwind (those individuals without transportation) is completed.

11/ Applicant Exhibit 39; Beale, Tr. 4418, 4421-26.

12/ There happen to be no people residing within the hypothetical 2 mile -

downwind sector. (Beale, Tr. 4528).

1

. |
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28. lir. Beale testified that under the Applicant's emergency plan,
,

consistent with the provisions of NUREG-0654 J3/ Dr. Kaku's. initiating

event (large break LOCA with ECCS failure) mandates the declaration of '.

a general ei.ergency (Tr. 4428; Storz, Tr. 4533).

29. 11r. Storz explained that ample instrumentation existed within

the control room to detact the postulated initiating event (Tr. 4463-64,

4466,4471) including several gauges to detect the water level in the

reactor vessel and a dial on the control panel indicating a failure of

the ECCS. The shift supervisor has the ultimate responsibility to

declare a state of emergencyb which is delegable to authorized utility"

officials if the situation warrants.) l

30. Tne guidance now provided by the existence of initiating

conditions which prompt the declaration of certain emergency

classifications and the information about plant conditions provided by

control roon indicators were among the post-TMI changes that facilitate

emergency planning. (Beale, Tr. 4452-53). Mr. Storz distinguished

Dr. Kaku's postulated accident scenario, a rapidly evolving event, from

that postulated for the !!ay 1,1981 joint exercise, a slowly developing

incident which progressed through all four emergency classifications

i 13/ Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency
Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Huclear Power Plants,
Rev. 1, November 1980.

J.4f Storz, Tr. 4479, 4529, 4559. -

15f Beale, Tr. 4480. -

.
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(Tr. 4526). The accident postulated by Dr. Kaku is one of the more

easily discernible by an operator (Storz, Tr. 4522-23).

31. The Staff's direct case consisted of its Emergency Preparedness -

Evaluation Report (Appendix A to Staff Exhibit 1(b)) sponsored by

fir. Thomas A. Kevern (Staff emergency planning reviewer), the prefiled

testimony of itr. Kevern, following Tr. 3281, including a May 26, 1981

NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) Inspection Report (No.

81-09) containing connents on the May 1 exercise, the prefiled testi-

mony of fir. Jack D. Richardson (Acting Director, Plans and Preparations

Division, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Region IV), following

Tr. 3287, including a letter from him to General Wise, South Carolina

Emergency Preparedness Division, dated May 8, 1981 containing an identi-

fication of deficiencies noted in the May 1 exercise and a June 1,1981

memorandum from John E. Dickey, FEHA, to Brian Grimes, NRC, containing
,

the FEMA findings and determinations regarding the adequacy of state and

local emergency preparedness for the Summer Plant (Staff Exhibit 5).

32. Pursuant to the applicable planning standards contained in

10 C.F.R. 650.47, the Staff evaluation found, in material part, that:

(a) primary responsibilities for emergency response by the Applicant and

by state and local officials wichin the emergency planning zones has

been assigned, the emergency responsibilities of the various support

organizations have been specifically established, and each principal

response organization has adequate Staff to respond and to augment its -

initial-fesponse on a continuous basis; (b) procedures have been -

established for notification by the Applicant of state and local

response organizations and for notification of emergency personnel by

.

9
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all respgnse organizations, that the content of initial and follow-up

messages to response organizations and the public has been established

and that means to provide early notification and clear instructions to -

the population within the plume exposure pathway EPZ has been established;

(c) provisions exist for prompt communications among principal response

organizations to emergency personnel and to ihe public; and (d) radiological

emergency response training is provided to those who may be called upon

to assist in an emergency. Staff Exhibit Ib, Appendix A; see also Kevern

Testimony, following Tr. 3281, at 3-4; Tr. 3282-83. The Staff testified

that it was engaged in comprehensive inspections to further assess and

verify the Applicant's ability to implement all phases of its emergency

plan (Kevern Tr. 3476).

33. In regard to the fiay 1 emergency exercise, the NRC Inspection

Report noted some specific shortcomings in the interface between the

station emergency plan and organization and the state and local plans

and organization. Specifically, it was observed that (a) notification

methods and procedures have been esteblished and were used to provide

prompt and accurate information concerning the simulated emergency|

conditions to federal, state and local response organizations and to
l alert the licensee's augmented emergency response organizations in a

timely manner (IE Report at 6); (b) there was good coordination between

the onsite emergency response organization and the offsite support

groups involved in the provision of first aid for the simulated injured'

person ai; well as his transportation to and treatment at the partici-
-

|
pating hospital. It was noted that ambulance personnel and some

hospital personnel did not appear to be familiar with contamination

i

.
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control p.ractices. This was attributed to insufficient training (IE

Report ah-10). It was further observed, however, that the ambulance
'

service and hospital personnel responded promptly to the simulated -
,

emergency and acted efficiently and in a professional nanner. It was .

also observed that an Applicant representative indicated that additional

training would be provided to all offsite support groups (IE Report

at 11).

34. The report indicated that essentially all the findings

discussed therein were identified by Applicant personnel during a

post-exercise critique and that follow-up of corrective actions for the

identified shortcomings would be accomplished on routine NRC inspections

(IE Report at 12). The report, nevertneless, concluded that despite

liinited shortcomings, the emergency exercise demonstrated the Appli-

cant's ability to respond to and effectively manage an emergency condi-

tion at the Summer facility and that the state of emergency preparedness

provides reasonable assurance that adequate protective measures can and

will be taken in the event of a radiological emergency. Id.>

35. The witness from FEMA testified that, after an extensive

review of the state emergency plan and the May 1, 1981 exercise, in his

opinion, the plan would be effective in reducing injury or hardship to

local citizens and is capable of being implemented with a few minor

exceptions and deficiencies identified in his May 8,1981 letter.

Richardson testimony, following Tr. 3257, at 3; see also Tr. 3288-89.

He indicat' d that the limited number of deficiencies noted in th.e
-

e

exercise indicated that the Applicant, state and local governments had

engaged in extensive coordination of their effective emergency plans.

.

o
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Id. He 'urther testified that, if the state corrected the observed

deficiencies, it would improve the state emergency plan capability and

enable the plan to be better implemented. Id. at 4. He noted that the -

planning process for radiological emergency planning preparedness is a

continuous one and that the deficiencies noted were provided for the

purpose of improving planning to elevate the level of public protection.

Id. The May 8,1981 letter noted deficiencies in the following

pertinent areas: notification and alerting of state officials, external
,

communication difficulties between various offsite locations, and some

lack of coordination between the Emergency Preparedness Division and

Department of Health and Environmental Control in the latter stage of

the exercise. The letter concluded that, while improvements were needed

and specific lessons were learr.ed, the state and affected local counties

were capable of executing site-specific radiological emergency plans for

the Summer facility. Richardson testimony, fol. Tr. 3287, Attachment C.

State officials testified that such improvements could be forthcomir.g in

the State plans (Wise, Shealy, Tr. 2291-92).

3.. The June 1, 1981, FEMA findings and determinations, submitted

pursuant to a Memorandum of Understanding between FEMA and the NRC

published in the Federal Register on December 16, 1980, reached the same

conclusion (Staff exhibit 5). FEMA determined that the pertinent

deficiencies in the exercise noted above were minor in nature, and

specifically concluded that "wh|le improvements are needed, the state of

South Ca~rblina and the affected localities could be reasonably expected ~

to execute site-specific radiological emergency preparedness plans in

the environs of the V. C. Summer Nuclear Station." Pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

.
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150.47(a)f 2), a FEMA finding constitutes a rebuttable presumption on the
_

adequacy 6f state and local emergency plans in any NRC licensing pro-
'

ceeding. The Board can discern no evidence of record which would serve ,

to rebut the presumption created by the June 1 FEMA findings in this

matter. As relevant to contention 8 the Board further finds that the

Applicant has made adequate preparations to implement its emergency plan

in those areas where the assistance of offsite response organizat kas is

required.

37. Tne Staff testimony addressing Dr. Kaku's postulated accident

scenario consisted of the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Thomas A. Xevern and

Mr. Brian K. Grimes, Director of the NRC Division of Emergency

Preparedness.E Mr. Grimes provided an overview of the present

emergency planning regulations, including the post-TMI influenceE and,

as the co-chaiman of the committe which prepared NUREG-0554, explained

the relationship between that document and the rules themselves. EI

Mr. Grimes highlighted a number of post-TMI improvements in emergency

planning which he regarded as particularly significant. These

include: better control room instrumentation, improved operater

training, the development of recommendations for emergency action based

on plant parameters and not actual offsite radiological consequences,

uniformity of nomenclature regarding emergency classifications, and varied

H / Tr. 4571-4663.

17/ Tr. ~. '4757-81.
-~

H/ Tr. 4782-83.

*

.
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improvements in energency planning knowledge and capability at the plant,

state and local level. E
'

38. tilth regard to the postulated scenario, Mr. Grimes explained .

the liRC role in the elaergency response to the postulated scenario,

including the prompt establishment of an fiRC Operations Center, staffed

with high level liRC officials to follow the course of the energency and

the dispatch of an fiRC team to the site from Region 11 to participate in

the e;;ergency response.E Mr. Grimes also explained the non-NRC federal

response role, coordinated by FEMA, which includes varied forms of logistical,

nonetary and technical assistance.b

39. Mr. Grimes, based on his professional experience and familiarity

with feria testimony in other f4RC proceedings and published literature,

I disputed Dr. Kaku's position about the presence of panic in an emergency

situation, such as evacuation. /
,

40. Mr. Grimes also disagreed with Dr. Kaku about the degree of

nuclear education which emergency planning, law enforcement and

transportation personnel must have in order to have an effective evacuation.

While testifying that the degree of understanding is directly dependent

,19f Tr. 4577-81.

20/ Tr. 4585-90.0

21/ Tr. 4590-92.1
_.

__22/ Tr. 4592.
*. :. -

;

'
,

o
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. s

upon tne role played by a particular individual, he believed thati for tt.e , ' ' ' ' .'i
, ,

:...

most part, the enphasis should be on carrying out the normal er.ergency ',1,

, %,

.h / /functions rather than obtaining any significant knowledge of 'rediation s-

effectsorplantaccidentparameters.E
'

* ' X'

, ,

s. ,- ,
,

, .
'

*g(41. With regard to Dr. Kaku's similar position about the importan$e, r, -

; .y

of public education on an effective evacuation Mr. Grimes indicated f. hat, . w a. ' . '
.. . , s: ,- .

while it was desirable to inform the public imediately surocdading the.) \('

/ x ,ge, .
'

.r
plantaboutthenatureofradiation(e.g.odorles),. taste ss), they must' 'y~

S / +

primarily rely on advice from their civil cath'or,ities on the best action tn
'

.

'

take in an emergency. b [.
'

~'
, ,

,. ; q'
. <

42. Mr. Kevern presented the NRC scenarin of #e emergency response to .

Dr. Kaku's postulated accident. E The Staff 'scenari),\yhile a bit more
,

s
,

detailed, is analogous to the scenario presented by t'he Applikant.2S
.

''

i
. ,,

Significantly, in the early stages, the event is classifie0 as a general ,

f % %.
euergency pursuant to the Applicant's emergency plan between 12:00 and N. xF

t-
3 ,

i12:05 p.m., offsite officials are notified between 12:05 and 12:30 sd '
t

4
,.

< ~

the public alerting system and Emergency Broadcast System is activated '\i is

\'t
3

at 12:30. The initial recommendation .is shelter with' precautiodery
' '

evacuation of persons within a 2 mile radius and downwind sectors to ;

t.'
,

s . J , ,

s ,.

23] Tr. 4593-94,' 4625-26. :
~

-

m

23 Tr. 4594. ,

_2_5/ Emergency Preparedness Scenario, following Tr. 4603; Tr. 4605-08. ~
5 s

2,6] Tr.U4633.
-

,

n
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'\ Q. ,

5'r[iles recommenNed between 12:30 and 12:45.The State Emergency Oper-'

,

:. \
K' ations Center ir. Columbia is operational and the Applicant's Emergency

O A potential significant release k
y +perations F4cility. activated at 1:00.

~- '
; 7; s

'

.:,

J,. . 1sgradicted at I:15. At 3:00, the State Forward Emergency Operations
'

Center; is operational and the evacuation of the general population (with,

7+ 'f.
p'rivatQutomobiles) witfin a 5-mil'e radius and downwind sectors to 10/

p , g
-s

milesJis dompleted. At 3:30, the NRC emergency response team arrives at
'

'I

j \
Nthe near site Emergency Operations Facility. At 4:00, just as a radio-

e
. - active release is postulated to commence, evacuation of the balance of

y. _

'

}hepopulaEionwithina5-mileradiusanddownwindsectorto10milesis

,

c'ompl eted.
,

'

|) 43. Based c1 the weight of the testimony of record, the Board
~

finds that the Applicant, state and local emergency plans can be
~

- successfully implemented to adequately respond to Dr. Kaku's accident

scenario withovt undue risk to the public health and safety, even if
- , , this highly unlikely accident sequence were somehow to occur. There is

'
~

no evidentiary basis to substantiate Dr. Kaku's claim regarding the'
,

[ necessity for substantially augmented professional training and public

education and the possibility of mass panic during an evacuation.

44. In his November 3 proposed findings on this contention, the

Intervenor recommended the imposition of six specific requirements upon

the Applicant. These recommendations exceed the scope of contention 8
~

and the Commission's emergency planning requirments and lack any evi-

dentiary Tustification. The six recommendations, and Licensing Board's -

|

findipgs thereon, are as follows.

:



-
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.

45., First, the Intervenor recommended that a clearer chain of ,

nanagemeht responsibility be established in the event of a serious

accident. As relevant to this recommendation, the Commission's regula- k-
tions require, in part, that primary responsibilities for emergency

EIresponse by the nuclear facility licensee have been assigned and that

on-site facility licensee responsibilities for emergency response are

unambiguously defined, adt.quate staffing to provide initial facility

accident response in key functional areas is maintained at all times and

the interface among various onsite response and offsite support and

response activities are specified.2_8/ The evidence of record is

uncontroverted that these standards have been met in the Applicant's

emergency plan. See Staff Exhibit Ib, Appendix A 52( A), (B). Beale

testimony, fol. Tr. 3001 at 9, 27; finding 32 supra. Accordingly, there

is no evidentiary justification for this recommendation. -

46. Second, the Intervenor recommended that the Applicant

underteke a " serious educational effort" for state, local and hospital

officials to acquaint them with unspecified post-TMI reactor consider-

ations. As relevant to this recommendation, the Commission's regulations

require the provision of radiological emergency response training to

21/ 10 CFR 550.47(b)(1)

28/ 10 CFR 950.47(b)(2).
'. :. .

.
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those who may be called upon to assist in an emergency 21/ and that
.

-

,

periodic drills be conducted to develop and maintain key skills.3E/ The

evidence is uncontroverted that the Applicant has satisfied these f-

requirements. See Staff Exhibit Ib, Appendix A,12(N), (0); Kevern

testimony, fol. Tr. 3281, at 3,16-18, Attachment D; Richardson testimony,

fol. Tr. 3287, at 3-5, 12-13, Attachment C; Beale testimony, fol.

Tr. 3001, at 4-7, 9-10, 24-25, 27-28, 33-35. Accordingly, there is no

evidentiary justification for this recommendation.

47. The Intervenor's third recommendation is that the Applicant

undertake a door-to-door public notification and education campaign.

This recommendation is beyond the scope of contention 8. In any event,

as relevant to this reconmendation, the Commission's regulations require

that information is made available to the public on a periodic basis on

how they will be notified and what their initial actions should be in an

emergency. 10 CFR 650.47(b)(7). The evidence is uncontroverted that

this requirement has been satisfactorily met. See Staff Exhibit Ib,

Appendix A, $2(G); Kevern testimony at 5. 13-15; Richardson testimony

at 6, Beale testimony at 11-12. Recommendation six concentrates on

education of farmers within the EPZ relative to emergency response

measures. This segment of the population is already the object

of a particular eductional program being conducted through the Clemson

University Agricultural Extension Program. This program includes advice

.

29/ 10ff'R550.47(b)(15)
~

30/ 10 CFR 550.47(b)(14)

.

9
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on what to do with agricultural products and livestock in the event of a ,-

radiological emergency. Funchess, Tr. 1803-1804, 1814; See also findings

3 and 9 above. Accordingly, neither recommendation is justified on the -

record of this proceeding.

48. The fourth and fifth recommendations ara that backup battery

power be provided for the siren system and that radioactived "bla:k

boxes" be installed in the homes of those residing in the EPZ. These

recommendations are beyond the scope of contention 8 and the applicable

Commission regulations. Further, as relevant to these recommendations,

the Comnission's regulations require that the means to provide early

notification to the populace within the plume exposure pathway EPZ be

established. 10 CFR 550.47(b)(5). The evidence is uncontroverted

that this requirement has been satisfied through the installation of an

elaborate acoustic alerting system (sirens). If the siren systen is

inoperative or unusable, alternative means of notification exist,

including a sheriff department airplane equipped with loud speakers,

enforcement vehicles with sirens, and volunteer fire department and

community organizations' cooperation. See Staff Exhibit Ib, Appendix A,

92(E); Kevern testimony at 11, Beale testimony at 22-23; DeLoach, Boyd,

Tr. 2066-67. Accordingly, there is no evidentiary justification for

these recommendations.

. -
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.. III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW . r
,

~

Based upon the entire evidentiary record of this proceeding, and

upon the foregoing Findings of Fact,' the Board concludes the following: l'
Contrary to the claim in Contention 8, the Applicant has made adequate

preparations to implement its emergency plan in those areas where the

assistance of offsite response organizations is required.

IV. ORDER

WHEREFORE, in accordance with the-Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as

amended, ar.d the Rules of Practice of the Commission, and based on the

foregoing Ficdings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, IT IS ORDERED THAT

this Supplemental Partial Initial Decision shall constitute a portion of

the ultimate Initial Decision to be issued upon resolution of the

remaining contested issues in this proceeding.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, in accordance with 10 CFR 552.760, 2.762,-

2.764, 2.785, and 2.785, that this Supplemental Partial Initial decision

shall become effective and shall constitute, witn respect to the matters

addressed herein, the final decision of the Commission 30 days after the

date of issuance hereof, subject to any review pursuant to the above
'

cited Rules of Practice. Exceptions to this decisien may be filed

within ten (10) days after service of this Supplemental Partial Initial

Decision. A brief in support of such exceptions may be filed within

thirty (30) days thereafter, forty (40) days in the case of the Staff.
. .

. .- - i

.
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Within thirty (30) days after service of the brief of appellant (forty

(40) days in the case of the Staff), any other party may file a brief in

support of, or in opposition to, such exceptions. .

THE AT0f1IC SAFETY AND LICENSING B0AED

Herbert Grossman, Chairman

<

;

Gustave A. Linenberger, Mcmber

Dr. Frank F. Hooper, Member

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this day of

Respectfully submitted,

Steven C. Goldberg
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 13th day of November,1981.

.
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BEFORE tie A'IG11C SAFFlY AND LICENSING BOARD
.

In the Fbtter of )
)

SOUIE CAROLINA EIECTRIC & GAS )
COMPAhY ) Docket No. 50-395

.)
(Virgil C. Stumer Nuclear Station, )

Unit 1) )

*
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Administrative Judge Debevoise & Liberman
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